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Abstract
Worksheet is a typical device for educators directing understudies learning a subject. This examination plans a programmed worksheet generator for building a worksheet as indicated by the aftereffects of understudy's online test. We center around the worksheet of herbal science perception and investigate 47 unique exercises in the worksheet. The connection between the worksheet movement and its subjective capacity can be utilized to choose what action ought to be built dependent on understudies' test outcome. A basic precedent is shown toward the finish of this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Bloom’s Taxonomy is an outstanding characterization for instructors setting learning destinations for understudies. Sprout ordered the instructive targets into subjective space, full of feeling area, and psychomotor area [1]. Bloom’s Taxonomy has just been utilized for more than 30 years. Amid the 90s, Anderson and Krathwohl proposed modified subjective dimensions called Revised Bloom's Taxonomy (RBT) [3]. In light of the Revised Bloom's Taxonomy, Kuo (2009) utilizes Knowledge Map [4] as learning base to build a programmed thing generator [5]. The educator can control the Knowledge Map with electronic supervisor. The programmed thing generator at that point builds genuine/false things and various decision things as indicated by the information put away in the Knowledge Map and put the created things in the Answer Sheet database. After understudies filled the appropriate response sheet, the framework creates a psychological assessment report for the understudies and the educator.

This examination structures a programmed worksheet generator to help instructors developing worksheet dependent on understudy's test results. Area 2 depicts how we break down the conventional paper-based worksheets. The framework stream is structured in Section 4 with a straightforward model exhibit. Segment 5 gives a short synopsis and portrays conceivable future works.

II. WORKSHEET ANALYSIS
Worksheet is a sheet of paper containing issues or errands for understudies to understand and is a typical apparatus for educators controlling understudies learning a subject [6]. To structure an electronic worksheet for natural science course, this examination researches the worksheets from the Enchanted Learning site [2]. There are 203 exercises isolated into 23 sections and 9 parts of them depict the worksheet plan with 94 unique worksheets. We wipe out those spelling, composing, and math pertinent worksheets and spotlight on those field outing and perception applicable worksheets, e.g., "Find out About Plants and Plant Worksheets" and "Drawing Worksheets". The worksheet names have a few words which can be utilized to distinguish what sort of assignments the understudies might be approached to do. These words are outlined in the second segment of Table I.

Table I: Worksheet type analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Type</th>
<th>Worksheet Name</th>
<th># of Worksheet</th>
<th>sub Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classifying</td>
<td>Draw and Compare</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Draw</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Draw and Compare</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Follow the Instructions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quilt Coloring Page</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Symmetrical Picture</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essay</td>
<td>Printable Read and Answer</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label Me</td>
<td>Label Me</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match</td>
<td>Match</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Choice</td>
<td>Multiple Choice Quiz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printout</td>
<td>Printable Read and Answer</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Printout</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report Chart</td>
<td>Report Chart</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequencing Card</td>
<td>Sequencing Card</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>Adjective Describing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As per the guidelines portrayed in the site, the worksheets can be ordered into 10 distinctive action types as the main segment in Table 1 appears. A few worksheets just spread errands having a place with single action type and some others have undertakings in numerous action types. For instance, the worksheet with watchphrase - "Shading" has a place with the "Drawing" movement type, then again, the worksheet with catchphrase - "Draw and Compare" has a place with both "Ordering" and "Drawing" action types. The measure of worksheets in the Enchanted Learning site is recorded in the third segment of Table 1 and we aggregate up the measure of worksheets for every movement type in the last section.

Considering applying the worksheet into the versatile learning gadgets and condition, two action types, "Exposition" and "Composing", are rejected. We additionally wipe out "Numerous Choice" action type to abstain from influencing understudies to have sentiments of they are taking examination while doing the worksheet.

We consider two extra action types which are reasonable for watching plants with cell phones: "Discover Plants by Characteristics" can manage understudy watching explicit qualities of learning objects; understudies can utilize cell phones to take photographs of learning objects for the "Take Picture". The nine worksheet movement types this exploration considered are recorded in the principal section in Table 2. (last page Table is given).

Every action type has its qualities, for example, the quantity of learning object included, the quantity of learning idea referenced, the quantity of learning idea's trait that understudies ought to watch, and the sort of the property estimation. Segment 2 to section 5 in Table 2 demonstrates the action qualities that we dissected the 47 worksheets.

Take "Order" action type as model, the educator may ask understudies arrange numerous plants into two gatherings as per the learning idea - "leaf". Understudies ought to think about the properties of leaf while characterizing the plants, e.g., leaf shape and edge. The property estimation in this model is ostensible information. On the off chance that the property esteem of the reason is ordinal data, similar to leaf size and developing height, the educator ought to consider utilizing "Sequencing Card" action type for build the worksheet. By doing "Sequencing Card" based worksheet, understudies are required to orchestrate the learning objects as indicated by its ordinal property estimations, i.e., the leaf measure.

We additionally dissect the psychological capacity that every action type-based worksheet may cover in preparing understudies as Table 2 records. Rundown is the essential psychological capacity and ordinarily solicits understudies to watch the viewpoint from one explicit learning object which covers various learning ideas, for example, the leaf and the blossom. "Drawing", "Mark Me", "Printout", and "Take Picture" are four significant movement types. Portray and Summarize center around the qualities of the learning objects in one or various learning ideas. Two reporter movement types are "Report Chart" and "Discover Plants by Characteristics".

In the event that the action solicits understudies thoroughly consider the significance from the characteristic, understudies needs higher subjective capacities, for example Characterize and Order, to finish the action. On the off chance that the property estimation is ostensible information, the action is identified with Classify intellectual capacity, for example, "Arranging" and "Match" exercises. Then again, if the quality esteem is ordinal information, the movement is identified with "Request" psychological capacity. This exploration use "Sequencing Card" as the action for "Request" psychological capacity

**III. LEARNING SEQUENCE**

As per the worksheet investigation in area 2, this examination plans a framework to produce a worksheet as per understudies' online-test result. We utilize the programmed thing generator referenced in area 1 as the online-test framework. After understudies having the test, the framework recovers the psychological symptomatic information from the online test framework as the initial step is Figure 1. The intellectual analytic information will be changed to the medicinal learning information, which records the learning object name, the learning idea, the quality name, the trait esteem, the subjective dimension, and the profundity of the learning object in Knowledge Map. The third step is utilizing group hypothesis to bunch each record into a few groups. In stage 4 and stage 5, the framework will see the attributes in each bunch and recover appropriate action which pursues the investigation in Table 2. At the last two stages, these produced learning exercises will be developed as a worksheet and conveyed to understudies' cell phone.

![Fig 1: Framework stream of worksheet age](http://www.internationaljournalsssrg.org)
Here is a case of the programmed worksheet generator. The framework recovers the intellectual demonstrative information from the online-test framework referenced in segment 1. The information incorporates the right answer, understudy's answer, the stem of the thing, the choices in the thing, and the psychological capacity of the thing.

The framework exchanges the intellectual demonstrative information to the healing learning information, which incorporates.

1. Knowledge profundity: the significant ideas in the thing can be found in the Knowledge Map and the information profundity is the profundity of the idea hub exists in the Knowledge Map. Take Figure 2 for instance, the information profundity of "Organic science" is 0, and the learning profundity of "Cerasus serrulate" is 1.

![Fig 2: Knowledge Map Example](image)

The information profundity of ascribe name is identified with it having a place idea. For instance, the learning profundity of the property name, Arrangement, is 3 since it is having a place idea, Leaf, is in information profundity 2. Also, the learning profundity of the ascribe esteem is identified with the credit name it has a place with. For instance, the information profundity of "Interchange" in Figure 2 is 4, which is one or more the learning profundity of it having a place trait name, "Course of action".

One record of therapeutic information has in excess of two idea hubs of the Knowledge Map. We pick the most profound information profundity of idea for displaying this record of the medicinal learning information.

2. Cognitive dimension: everything is identified with its psychological capacity. This information can be effectively found in the subjective analytic information.

3. Concept name: the idea name is the idea which understudies ought to learn of the learning object, for example, leaf or blossom. The information can be recovered from the thing stem or the choices.

4. Attribute name: the characteristic name is the trait of a learning idea, for example, the leaf edge or leaf plan. The information can likewise be recovered from the thing stem or the choices.

5. Attribute esteem: characteristic esteem is the thing that sort of property the learning object has relating to a particular trait name. The information ordinarily exists in the thing choices.

In the third step of Figure 1, the framework will group the records in the Remedial Learning Data into a few bunches as indicated by two measurements, which are subjective dimension and information profundity. As Figure 3 appears, five bunches are produced by the framework. Each group has data about number of learning object, number of learning idea, number of traits, and number of quality esteem.

The framework will recover the reasonable learning action for each bunch as indicated by the investigation in Table 2. Take group A for instance, the subjective dimension of this bunch is 1, which is comparing to "Rundown" psychological capacity. "Drawing", "Name Me", "Printout" and "Take Picture" are the accessible learning exercises. The framework chooses "Drawing" action by randomly. When each of the five exercises are produced, the framework will build a worksheet and convey it to understudies' cell phone.

![Fig 3: A case of grouping therapeutic learning information](image)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The version of this template is V2. Most of the formatting instructions in this document have been compiled by Causal Productions from the IEEE LaTeX style files. Causal Productions offers both A4 templates and US Letter templates for LaTeX and Microsoft Word. The LaTeX templates depend on the official SSRG International Journals tran.cls and SSRG International Journals tran.bst files, whereas the Microsoft Word templates are self-contained. Causal Productions has used its best efforts to ensure that the templates have the same appearance.
Causal Productions permits the distribution and revision of these templates on the condition that Causal Productions is credited in the revised template as follows: “original version of this template was provided by courtesy of Causal Productions (www.causalproductions.com)”.
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